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The poem by Tschinag, 
according to the translator, 
“addresses a heavenly body, 
seemingly a planet and 
probably. . . Mars or 
Venus.”  Venus and Mars, 
much like Earth are filled 
with charged gases and 
particles. Their lack of a 
magnetic field, however, 
allows charged particles 
from the atmosphere to 
interact with solar winds, 
thus producing the allusion 
of “red fire” surrounding 
the planets. (AR)

According to Imre Gyar-
mati, names of planetary 
bodies most likely have 
originated from the color, 
shape, or other defining 
astronomical characteristic.  
In this case Mars has been 
identified by many Turkic 
groups as the red star.¹ 
(AR)

“Untitled”
by Galsan Tschinag, transl. by Dr. Stefan 

Kamola*
Late autumn – a clear sky – a million    

stars
fill the universe
twinkling.  Oh, delightful!
And as for you,
Fire of fire, ray of rays.  A wind 

shining.
Showing
the happily-ever-after
of this ragged, tattered, piebald world.

Tomorrow the migrant clouds just 
might be on their way;

the sky cannot always be clear.
Its vast depth is the path before you,
not just day and night, but month and 

year.

Filling out spring, summer, fall,
winter once arrived
with no moon, no sun, no stars.
Oh my (even if I die), even if ruin
treads ever unfulfilled  
its slippery path,
You go on shining.
Red fire, the final star,
you remain, blazing.

Орай күстүң аяс дүннүң сая сылдызы 
Октаргай долдур
Кыва-ла берди, ай чаагайын!
Сен-даа база
Отка от, херелге херел. Хат
Хып-ла ор.
Ойбактыг, теймектиг өле-шокар 

өртемчейниң
Оюн оя, чигин чире чурттаар эвин
Тып-ла чор.

Даарта көшкүн булут кээп келир 
чадавас,

Даады аяс туруп дээр шыдавас,
Дүнней-хүнней эвес, айлай-чылдай
Дүвүнге хандыр бода, мурнуёдаагы 

орукту.

Час, чай, күс төнүп,
Чаңгыс кыш калгаш,
Ай-даа, хүн-даа, сылдыс-даа чок.
Аамай, (өлүмсе) өлүмдүк бо шаг
Тайгаш үнген кокпазынга
Дагый черле тып баспааза-даа,
Кыппышаан турар сен.
Кызыл от, эң сөөлгү сылдыс бооп,
Чалбыышталып артар сен

This untitled poem addresses a heavenly body, seemingly a planet and probably 
either the red planet Mars or Venus as the evening star (see sidebar).  It is an address, 
but not a supplication.  Instead, the poem expresses the viewer/speaker’s reflections 
on the interaction between an eternal celestial world and a mutable earthly one.  
These lines meditate on how the changes of this earthly world affect our perception 
of the celestial world. 

The contrast between the two worlds is presented most starkly in the middle 
stanza, which contains no indicative verbs.  Clouds—emblems of the changing 
skies—here “might be on their way.”  The sky cannot always be clear, but this idea 
unfolds slowly.  Rendered literally, we have “standing clear, the sky is incapable,” 
where the eventual verb destabilizes the preceding image of the clear sky.  By 
contrast, the journey ahead of the addressed planet spans the depth both of the sky 
and of time.  The alliteration of this stanza draws our attention:  daarta (tomorrow) 
and daadi (forever) are near homonyms, but point us in opposite directions.

Bookending this middle stanza, we read about the changes of the weather, first as 
the onset of evening during late fall—a liminal moment set in a liminal season.  The 
addressee provides continuity, expressed through the formulaic language of folklore, 
to a world that would otherwise wear itself apart at the seams.  Many verbs in Tuvan 
consist of two parts: a semantic converb and a supplemental element that gives us the 
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The spread of a nomadic-
herder lifestyle among those 
of Central and Inner Asia in 
ancient times gave rise to an 
overall emphasis on the 
“relationship between man 
and soil.”²  Along with that 
came a need to reflect and 
understand the  cycles and 
regeneration of life, the 
potency of nature, and the 
role of the cosmos as is 
depicted on the stela above, 
found in Khakassia.³ (AR)

Similarly, today such 
concepts still abound 
through the oral and 
written traditions of Inner 
Asian Turkic and Mongo-
lian groups as is seen in the 
poem and as is still depicted 
in shamanic drums of Inner 
Asian Turks. (AR)  

(continued from previous page)

 

grammatical information of the verb.  In this first stanza, the semantic portions of the 
verbs are a series of staccato rhyming monosyllables: kıva, khıp, tıp].  Their supple-
mental verbs, however, reveal their difference.  The addressee’s actions—shining and 
showing—are marked with or and chor supplemental verbs, indicating their continu-
ity.  When seen from the ground, however, the stars appear to twinkle, here an 
attempt to translate the verb form kıva-la berdi (began to shine) that emphasizes the 
action-coming-into-being.

The verbs in the third and last stanza revisit this contrast between eternality and 
mutability.  The bulk of the stanza, picking up from the middle stanza, gives no 
indicative verbs but it returns to the theme of the first stanza—the changing seasons 
of the earth and their effect on the viewer’s perception of the heavens.  At the end, by 
contrast, we have two long verbs, each supplemented by an element that further 
emphasizes their continuity regardless of the viewer’s perception: kıppıshaan turar sen 
and chalbııshtalıp artar sen.
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